FACULTY

DENISE ANTOLINI will be a speaker on October 29 at the Hawaii Justice Foundation's Fall Forum. The topic is "Qui Tam, Does Hawaii Need a "Private Attorney Generals" Act?" and is being co-sponsored by the new organization, Hawaii Applesseed Public Interest Law Center, and its executive director, DAVID FORMAN ('93).

DAVID CALLIES is the program chair for the 1997 Land Use Conference to be held on November 18. The event is co-sponsored by the law school, HICLE and the HSBA Real Property and Financial Services Section.

RANDY ROTH is in the news so often, it isn't really news! However, he appeared in both the Wall Street Journal and the New York Times (front page story) this past week on articles about the Bishop Estate. Wall Street Journal correction: RANDY is not a former Jesuit priest.

RANDY has also been nominated to run the position of Vice-President/President elect of the Hawaii State Bar Association.

JON VAN DYKE'S book reception at the East West Center Art Gallery on Tuesday was a success. He and his co-authors of "Sharing the Resources of the South China Seas" greeted approximately 70 guests.

STUDENTS

AMMIE ROSEMAN-ORR (2L) will be attending the ABA convention this week in Las Vegas along with MARK MURAKAMI (2L). AMMIE is our student delegate.

The UH Law Intramural soccer team finished third place out of 20 teams in the league. Team members are 1Ls C.J. DUNCAN, RYAN SANADA, PAUL TANAKA, ELISE TSUGAWA & KIERA WONG; 2Ls BELINDA HALL, ADRIANNE HEELY & BLAKE McELHENY; and 3Ls PATRICK BLAIR, JODY K. LI (JODY'S brother Todd also played), STEVEN LI, SCOTT MATTOCH, SHAUN MUKAI, DAN OBUHANYCH, KANOA OSTREM, GREG TAKASE, ALBERT TIBERI, CHRIS SADAYASU & KIMO TODD.

For inclusion in upcoming reports, contact the Associate Dean's Office. tel: 956-8636 fax: 956-6402 email: caroli@hawaii.edu mail: 2515 Dole St., Honolulu, HI 96822
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